ties, and seaborne corsairs from both sides returned home with human booty for their respective slave markets. Scholars have shed much light on the lot of Christian captives in Islamic lands and on the development of procedures, institutions, and religious orders, such as the Mercedarians, for the ransoming of these captives. This assertion can be made more strongly with respect to the early modern period, since the plight of Spanish Christians captured by the "Barbary corsairs" or the Ottoman Turks has especially kindled the scholarly and popular imagination.' Comparatively less is known about the fortunes of Muslim captives in the Spanish Christian kingdoms, even though they comprised throughout the Middle Ages the majority of their slave populations. The Christians of the realms of Castile and the Crown of Aragon (composed of the principality of Catalonia, the kingdom of Aragon, the kingdom of Valencia, and the Bale- ing. Also, although Valencia was separated from Nasrid Granada by the Castilian kingdom of Murcia, it nonetheless suffered from the depredations of Granadan raiders (almugavers) and profited from trade with Granadan merchants. Valencian Christians thus approached foreign Muslims with a mixture of religious hostility, fear, and profit motive. They were prepared to conduct commerce with Granadan and Maghriban Muslims as well as aggressively to seek Muslim captives on land and sea. The propensity of their own kings to establish truces and commercial arrangements with Muslim princes, and then, after a few years of pacific interaction, to make war against them accentuated this rough-and-ready quality of Valencian frontier life.
